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Abstract

Grain boundaries (GBs) provide a strengthening mechanism in engineering materials by impeding dislocation motion. In a polycrys-
talline material, there is a wide distribution of GB types with characteristic slip transmission and nucleation behaviors. Slip–GB reactions
are not easy to establish analytically or from experiments; furthermore, there is a strong need to quantify the energy barriers of the indi-
vidual GBs. We introduce a methodology to calculate the energy barriers during slip–GB interaction, in concurrence with the generalized
stacking fault energy curve for slip in a perfect face-centered cubic material. By doing so, the energy barriers are obtained at various
classifications of GBs for dislocation transmission through the GB and dislocation nucleation from the GB. The character and structure
of the GB plays an important role in impeding slip within the material. The coherent twin (R3) boundary provides the highest barrier to
slip transmission. From this analysis, we show that there is a strong correlation between the energy barrier and interfacial boundary
energy. GBs with lower static interfacial energy offer a stronger barrier against slip transmission and nucleation at the GB. The results
of our simulations are in agreement with experimental observations as demonstrated for R3, R13 and R19 boundaries. The R3 GB rep-
resents a higher-energy barrier compared to the R13 and R19 GBs, where, for the latter case, complex stacking fault structures are present
in experiments and simulations.
� 2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well established that grain boundaries (GBs) offer a
substantial strengthening mechanism within materials [1].
At the atomic level, the physics of the energy barriers pro-
duced by GBs is still an unresolved issue, including the indi-
vidual strengthening benefit of various types of GBs. These
energy barriers are essential to the understanding of plastic
deformation and have tremendous implications, especially
for failure mechanisms such as fatigue, fracture and creep.
In classical treatments, GBs were proposed to impede dislo-
cation motion resulting in pile-ups at the GB, which in turn
provides a stress concentration that activates dislocation
sources in neighboring grains [2,3]. In later works, the focus
has been on incident dislocations reactions with GBs, which
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produce residual dislocations at the interface [1] and modify
the energy barriers for incorporation and transmission pro-
cesses. The precise magnitude of the energy barriers, as influ-
enced by the underlying reactions and obstacles, has not
been established previously and is the main focus of this
work. Specifically, the relative magnitudes of energy barriers
for transmission vs. nucleation are highlighted for various
types of GBs.

The role that individual interfaces play on the mechanical
behavior of a material is a very hard phenomenon to observe
experimentally. To simplify this analysis, many experiments
have been conducted on a bicrystal, which allows researchers
to study deformation and incompatibilities across a single
grain boundary [1,4]. The research of Livingston and
Chalmers [5] created a criterion for slip across a grain bound-
ary based on the geometry of the system. This geometrical
criterion was extended by Shen, Wagoner and Clark in
1986, who noted that the resolved shear stress should be
maximized [6]. In 1989, Lee, Robertson and Birnbaum
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(LRB) proposed the addition of a third requirement, namely
that the residual dislocation in the grain boundary be mini-
mized [7]. The aforementioned studies [5–7] are very valuable
and outline strain incompatibility at the grain boundary,
although they do not address the energy barriers that dislo-
cations must overcome to penetrate the grain boundary.

In order for a dislocation to penetrate a GB, there must
exist sufficient applied stress to drive the incident disloca-
tions past the stress field of the GB [8]. The slip–GB inter-
action is governed by the degree to which the system can
relax the local stress concentrations, which govern the pos-
sible cases as outlined by Sutton and Balluffi [9]: (i) direct
transmission, (ii) direct transmission including residual dis-
locations in the GB, (iii) indirect transmission including
residual dislocations in the GB where the incident and out-
going slip systems do not intersect, and (iv) no transmis-
sion—the dislocation is incorporated in the GB. In the
last 40 years, there has been significant experimental work
and analysis of the slip–twin [10–20] and slip–GB interac-
tions [16–18,20–22]. In the majority of these cases, the inci-
dent dislocation dissociates into an outgoing dislocation
transmitting through the GB and a residual dislocation
within the GB. Table 1 provides a summary of experimen-
tal observations of slip–twin and slip–GB interactions,
although, for the sake of brevity, a detailed review of these
interactions is not discussed in the present paper as the
focus of this study is on the resulting energy barriers. In
Table 1, we have attempted to collect the best-known inves-
tigations on face-centered cubic (fcc) metals, where GB
types have been identified. In many cases, transmission
occurs with residual dislocations at the boundary (TRD)
consistent with the results presented here. The energy bar-
riers associated with each boundary type are not easy to
Table 1
Review of the experimentally observed slip–twin and slip–GB interactions, whe
the GB. Note that the CSL R value does not represent a full (5 degrees of freedo
are not unique descriptions of the GB.

CSL R
boundary

Investigator, Material, and reference

R3 Lim (1984): Ni [10]
R3 Venables (1961): Cu [11]; Saito (1970): Cu–4 wt.% Ti [12]; Ma

Fe [13]; Remy (1977): Co–8 wt.% Fe [14]; Evans (1974): a-Bras
(1978): Au [16]; Dingley and Pond (1979): Al [17]; Lim and R

R3 Shen, Wagoner and Clark (1988): 304 Stainless Steel [19]; Le
310 Stainless Steel [20]

R5 Darby, Schindler and Balluffi (1978): Au [16]
R9 Darby, Schindler and Balluffi (1978): Au [16]; Lim and Raj (
R9 Kurzydlowski, Varin and Zielinski (1984): austenitic stainless
R11 Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [18]
R13 Lee, Robertson and Birnbaum (1990): 310 stainless steel [20]

R17 Ishida, Hasegawa and Nagata (1969): Fe–0.75 wt.% Mn [22]
R19 Lee, Robertson and Birnbaum (1990): 310 stainless steel [20]

R27 Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [18]
R33 Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [18]
R41 Dingley and Pond (1979): Al [17]; Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [1
R57 Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [18]
R89 Lim and Raj (1985): Ni [18]
quantify from experiments but are extremely relevant to
crystal plasticity modeling, as well as predictions of slip
in fatigue, creep and fracture.

The activation energy in a material represents a barrier
to slip and plastic flow. This parameter is dependent on
the stress, temperature and strain rate as discussed by See-
ger [23,24]. To better represent this concept, the activation
energy has been separated into thermal and athermal com-
ponents. Conrad outlined a methodology to calculate
athermal energies from experiments [25]. Meanwhile,
Kocks proposed that the thermal component of the activa-
tion energy can be back-calculated by fitting a functional
form of the Arrhenius law to experimental data of single
or polycrystalline material [26–28]. This methodology has
served the materials community well, although it does
not shed light into the activation energy for individual
GBs within an aggregate, as is the focus of this study; to
do so, we must characterize individual grain boundary
types.

By including the nature of the grain boundary, we can
model GBs as rotations of lattices of type: twist, tilt or
mixed. It should be expected that a certain number of the
atoms in each of the lattice have coincidental locations.
This is known as a coincident site lattice (CSL). As shown
in Fig. 1, the CSL value is calculated by taking the ratio of
the total number of atoms at the interface to those atoms
that are in coincidental sites from each lattice. In each sche-
matic, grains are differentiated by solid circle exteriors and
shaded interiors with the colors designating the stacking
sequence about their respective planes for a fcc material.
Fig. 1a displays a coherent twin boundary also known as
a R3 GB, in which 3 out of 9 atoms match the spatial
location and stacking sequence (similar colors). Similarly,
re TRD� denotes the case of transmission including residual dislocations in
m) description of the GB; hence the CSL R values reported in these studies

Interaction result

Direct transmission
hajan and Chin (1973): Co–8 wt.%.
s [15]; Darby, Schindler and Balluffi
aj (1985): Ni [18]

TRD�

e, Robertson and Birnbaum (1990): Dislocation pile-up resulting in
eventual transmission; TRD�

TRD�

1985): Ni [18] TRD�

steel [21] Emitted dislocation from GB
TRD�

Dislocation pile-up resulting in
eventual transmission; TRD�

TRD�

Pile-up leading to indirect slip
transmission; TRD�

TRD�

TRD�

8] TRD�

TRD�

TRD�
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Fig. 1. Schematic of CSL GBs. (a) R3 GB, coherent twin boundary (3 out of 9 atoms are in coincidence). (b) R5 GB (2 out of 10 atoms are in coincidence).
(c) R7 GB (1 out of 7 atoms are in coincidence). (d) In each schematic, grain 1 is represented with solid circle exteriors, grain 2 is represented with shaded
interiors, and the stacking sequence is indicated by the various colors (ABC stacking (red, blue, black) for the (1 1 1) planes as shown in (a) and (c) and AB
stacking (red, blue) for the (0 0 1) plane as shown in (b). When the symbols spatially align with similar colors, the atoms are in coincidental lattice positions
as indicated by for (a), and for (b), and for (c).
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schematics for the R5 (2 out of 10 atoms) and R7 (1 out of 7
atoms) GBs are shown in Fig. 1b and c, respectively. Fur-
ther, special GBs arise as a consequence of the CSL [29]. As
the importance of the CSL became more widely recognized,
the mathematics of GBs were developed to handle their
configuration [30].

Sutton and Vitek proposed that the GB energy be attrib-
uted to the structural units that comprise the interface
[31,32]. From this work, Rittner and Seidman clearly
described a technique for generating the GB energies for
the structure of the GBs and the resulting dislocation struc-
ture [33]. The CSL configuration was adopted in these sim-
ulations, where the calculations represent static energies;
many of the procedures used in these studies aid the current
work. Building on these investigations, modeling dislocation
nucleation from GBs of nanocrystalline material has pro-
vided insight at smaller length scales [34,35]. Although the
stresses necessary to nucleate the dislocation from these pris-
tine GBs were calculated correctly for ideal cases [36–39],
they are much too high. The excessive value of the simula-
tion stress is indicative of the molecular dynamics (MD).
In the present work, we are concerned with the deformation
in larger scales; thus we extract information from atomistic
simulations for modeling bulk material on the energy mag-
nitudes, and circumvent the use of stress as a state variable.

There are several slip–GB interaction simulations that
offer a qualitative understanding of the role of GBs in
strengthening the material [40–51], although these studies
do not address the energy barriers of slip–GB interactions
which are the focus of our study. There have been few
attempts to use MD to quantify the activation energy asso-
ciated with deformation, although these studies have
focused on Kocks’ approach for deformation of a nano-
crystalline aggregate [52] or the use of the nudged elastic
band method [53–55].

We produce a new methodology for the energy barriers
that dislocations must overcome to penetrate GBs. These
energy barriers are shown to depend on the characteristic
of the individual GB. We predict the correct barriers for
simple cases, as shown based on the generalized stacking
fault energy (GSFE). In addition, the correct trends are
predicted such as the difficulty to penetrate R3 boundaries
(coherent twin boundaries), and the ease to penetrate a
defect-free fcc lattice, consistent with experiments.

The paper discusses the simulation results in light of
experimental evidence from the literature and also in situ
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which led to
the LRB criteria. The results show consistency with the
LRB criteria for transmission, with specific illustrations
of simulations and in situ TEM comparisons for R13 and
R19 GBs. We discuss all possible reactions for the slip
transmission through a R11 GB and demonstrate that the
simulation results are in agreement with the LRB criteria.
The difficulty in penetrating the R3 GB is demonstrated
experimentally and in simulations. Most importantly, we
provide the energy barriers associated with nucleation
and transmission of dislocations at specific GBs, which
offers substantial advancement to future modeling efforts.

2. Simulation methods

To capture the physics at the GB interface, it is neces-
sary to investigate this problem at a smaller scale. Atomic
simulations were utilized in the form of a MD code called
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LAMMPs [56,57] to study the effects of GB misorientation
on the energy of its interface and to service our model. A
system was set-up to investigate a grain with a specific
(mis)orientation “sandwiched” between two similar grains,
representing a specific tilt or twist GB with a corresponding
CSL R value, as shown in Fig. 2. Grains 1 and 2 in the
structure were created with a specific orientation to repre-
sent distinct CSL boundaries [58], in which the boundary
plane is represented by n. For tilt and twist GBs, the axis
of rotation is aligned with c and n, respectively.

In each structure, the fcc lattice is comprised of atoms
with the Foiles–Hoyt Ni embedded atom method (EAM)
potential [59]. This EAM potential for Ni was chosen to
match the intrinsic, cSF-127 mJ m–2, and unstable, cUS-
255 mJ m–2, stacking fault energies of the material, which
compare well with experimental values of 125–128 mJ m–2

and ab initio calculations of 273 mJ m–2 for the cSF and
cUS energies, respectively [60]. It is critical to obtain reason-
able values of the unstable stacking fault energy as this
parameter has been tied to the mechanics and nucleation
of dislocations [61]. Also, the lattice constant of this
EAM potential, 3.52 Å, exactly matches that of nickel.
Periodic boundary conditions are enforced in all three
directions to represent bulk material, and the simulation
cell is of sufficient size (L, B, W refer to Fig. 2) to negate
boundary–boundary strain field interactions or “cross-
talk” of the GBs:

L ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 þ l2

p
P 8 nm; ð1Þ

B;W ¼ b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 þ l2

p
P 5 nm; ð2Þ

where h, k, l are the Miller indices for the three orthogonal
vector representations of each grain orientation and a and
b are scalars to satisfy the size requirements. The system is
first annealed to 800 K and then quenched to 10 K; after-
wards the atoms are statically equilibrated or “relaxed”
n 
n x c 

c 
Grain 1 

Grain 1 

Grain 2 

GB 

GB 

n 

n 
L 

W
B 

Applied Strain 

Fig. 2. Grain boundary set-up for the atomic simulation. For tilt and twist
GBs, the axis of rotation is represented by c and n, respectively.
using the conjugant gradient method to obtain the energy
of the system. Further, the box dimension in only the direc-
tion normal to the GB was allowed to relax in order to alle-
viate any GB pressure.

For a dislocation to interact with a GB, it is necessary to
have a single controlled dislocation nucleating within the
simulation and traveling towards the GB. This is accom-
plished by inserting a single spherical void within the simu-
lation box below the GB, which acts as a stress concentrator
to nucleate a dislocation and facilitate a slip–GB interaction.
Care is taken to ensure that the strain field from the void
does not interact with the strain field produced by the G;
thus the void is placed sufficiently far away from the GBs.
After insertion of the void, the system is statically and
dynamically relaxed using an NPT ensemble where the num-
ber of atoms in the simulation box, N, the pressure in the
three directions (stress free boundaries), P, and the system
temperature, T (10 K), are held constant throughout the
simulation.

In order to study the mechanical behavior of the GBs
and measure their strengthening contribution via energy
barriers to plastic flow, we must add forces and observe
the kinetics of the GBs. Tension is applied in the simulation
at a strain rate of 1010 s�1; the high strain rates are indica-
tive of MD. We consider uniaxial tension perpendicular to
the GB, while multiaxial loading is left for future research.
The atomic system is dynamically deformed with an NPT

ensemble to a predetermined strain along the axis normal
to the GBs, n. During the simulation, the positions of the
atoms, centrosymmetry parameter per atom [62], Virial
stress and energy per atom are measured and dumped per
a time-step increment. Visual molecular dynamics (VMD)
is used to visualize the simulation [63]. In addition, the cen-
trosymmetry parameter is utilized to locate and color the
defects within the material based on its position with
respect to its nearest neighbors (red indicates a partial dis-
location, while gold denotes a stacking fault). For clarity,
defect-free atoms that do not participate in the interaction
are deleted from the MD simulation snapshots.

3. Results

The energy, EGB
CSL, of N atoms containing the pair of CSL

GBs was measured by relaxing the system. The energy
associated with the grain boundary was calculated by the
following:

EGB
Static ¼

EGB
CSL � N

M � E
fcc
Perfect

2A
; ð3Þ

where A is the area of the GB (B �W) and the factor of 2 is
necessary since the system contains two GBs. In order to
isolate the GB energy, we must remove the potential energy
of the atoms in the lattice, Efcc

Perfect (4.45 eV per M atoms).
The simulation was repeated for various rotations about
the h1 1 0i tilt, h1 1 1i twist and h0 0 1i axes, and the results
are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the h1 1 0i tilt GB
curve contains local minima and cusps corresponding to
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Fig. 4. (a) Dislocation–R3 GB (coherent twin) interaction and (b) the
resulting dislocation reaction. Please note that, for clarity, only the atoms
representing defects are shown. In this system, a void is introduced to
facilitate dislocation nucleation. (c) Schematic of a control box surround-
ing the atoms involved in the slip–R3 GB interaction.
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preferred energy configurations as a result of the special R
GBs in the CSL, which concurs with simplified defect struc-
tures at the interface. At a rotation of 0�, the atoms are in a
perfect lattice configuration. At a rotation of 50.48�, the
defect structure at the interface is simple, and therefore cor-
responds to a local minimum in the energy and the
R11 GB. A 109.47� tilt rotation about the h1 1 0i axis has
the lowest energy of any GB, which corresponds to a very
simple defect structure known as a coherent twin bound-
ary, also known as a R3 GB; this same boundary can also
be obtained via a 60� or 120� twist rotation about the
h1 1 1i axis. The local cusps at 36.9� tilt rotation about
the h0 0 1i axis correspond to the R5 GB.

As mentioned above, the strengthening behavior of each
GB was observed by deforming the simulation box. This
resulted in a partial dislocation nucleating from the void
and traveling along a {1 1 1} plane until it reached the
GB. In each case the GB acts as a barrier to impede dislo-
cation motion. An example of such a reaction is shown for
the case of a coherent twin or R3 GB in Fig. 4a. For this
case, the system is loaded in the [1 1 1] orientation and
the incident dislocation is comprised entirely of an edge
component; hence the dislocation reaction is two-dimen-
sional and chosen for clarity. The trailing partial is pinned
at the source, resulting in a stacking fault in the wake of the
dislocation. Since the loading is perpendicular to the GB,
the Schmid factor of the coherent twin boundary is zero.
As shown by the reaction in Fig. 4b, the high stability
and coherency of the twin boundary forces the dislocation
to transmit the GB on a non-Schmid, cubic {1 1 1} plane,
thus nucleating a Lomer-type dislocation which glides in
the adjacent grain. For this loading configuration, the high-
est Schmid factor, 0.47, is obtained on the (1 0 0) cube
plane resulting in a maximum value of the critical resolved
shear stress, 8 GPa, on the transmitted dislocation. In this
case, there is no resolved shear stress on the GB and the
system is loaded uniaxially in the [1 1 1] direction, thus
no other glissile slip systems are available leading to cubic
slip penetration. This phenomenon has been observed by
others in experiments (at room temperature of low stacking
fault fcc alloys) [64,65] and in MD simulations [51,66]. In
the presence of a resolved shear stress at the GB, however,
slip transmission occurs on a glide plane [66].

To grasp the role of the GBs on the energetics of each
system, a contour plot was created of the potential energy
of each atom during the slip–GB interaction. The potential
energy is governed by the spatial packing of the crystal;
hence the introduction of defects and slip–GB interactions
affects their position and potential energy. A cross-sec-
tional view of the contour energy plot for an incident dis-
location interacting with a R3 GB is shown in Fig. 5; this
corresponds to the same reaction observed in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that the atoms around the void have higher
energy due to a deficient number of nearest neighbors.
Upon loading, a dislocation nucleates from the void, which
is discernible by a heterogeneous rise in energy. The leading
partial dislocation propagates towards the GB resulting in
a stacking fault. During interaction, the dislocation is
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impeded as the energy in the vicinity of the interaction
increases until it is sufficiently large to allow the dislocation
to transmit to the adjacent grain. In this case, it corre-
sponds to nucleation of a Lomer dislocation at the interac-
tion site. Local variations in the energy are small and
nearly insignificant. It is possible to calculate the energy
barrier for dislocation–GB interaction by viewing a control
box around the interaction, as shown in Fig. 4c.

To date, the vast majority of MD studies provide qual-
itative behavior into the mechanics of materials. Our goal
is to understand quantitatively the atomistics of GBs using
MD. Hence, a control box is placed at the intersection of
the dislocation and GB. In each case, the control box is
only placed along the atoms which play a role in the inter-
action; hence it is not a simple cubic box. This process con-
sists of writing codes to view the simulation using VMD of
the defects identified by the centrosymmetry parameter,
where definitions of stacking faults (P = 4.0–20.0, colored
green), partial dislocations (P = 0.5–4.0, colored red), and
non-defect atoms (P < 0.5, atoms removed from atomistic
snapshots) are in accordance with Ref. [62]. As the disloca-
tion moves through the simulation and interacts with the
GB, all the defect atoms in the reaction identified by the
centrosymmetry parameter are included in the control
box. Extreme care is taken to select the positions of only
the relevant defect atoms, and then running a Matlab
algorithm that selects these atoms and measures their
energy:

EBarrier ¼
Pn

i Ei
load � Estatic

volume
; ð4Þ

where for each atom i within the control box, the energy
upon loading of that atom, Ei

load , is reduced by the energy
Fig. 5. Cross-sectional view of a contour plot of the energy (in units of e
of that atom in its static relaxed position, Estatic, and nor-
malized by the volume of the control box. The control
box can be partitioned into a series of parallelepipeds
and the volume of the control box is equivalent to the
sum of the parallelepiped’s volumes. Midpoints between
the atoms at the outskirts (i.e. surface) of the control box
and their nearest neighbors of non-defect atoms are deter-
mined in the x-, y- and z-directions. The volumes of the par-
titioned parallelepipeds are determined from the boundary
of the control box via the construction of these midpoints.
The result of Eq. (4) produces the energy barrier for slip–
GB interaction in units of mJ m–3. This process is depen-
dent on the size of the control box, and hence only the
atoms contributing to the reaction must be included and
monitored. Furthermore, for the cases of a residual dislo-
cation incorporated within the GB plane, the control box
must also include the spreading and dissociation of the dis-
location within the boundary.

In order to verify our new method for determining the
energy barrier, a system was constructed without a GB.
In this case, the dislocation nucleated from the void and
the control box measured the lattice resistance to slip in a
perfect fcc crystal. For such a case, the energy was mea-
sured according to Eq. (4) and multiplied by the slip length
within the control box, f, to obtain the energy barrier in
terms of the fault energy per unit area. The result of this
was compared to the GSFE calculated from molecular stat-
ics, ab initio calculations [60] and experiments, as shown in
Fig. 6. There was only a 6% difference between the MD
control box method and the relaxed GSFE curve, thus val-
idating our method. In these simulations, a trailing partial
was not produced; hence the second barrier of the control
box curve is represented by a dashed line.
V) for the reaction shown in Fig. 4 for various simulated time-steps.
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The slip–GB reactions were observed for various types
of GBs: h1 1 0i tilt – R3, 9, 11, 17, and 19; h1 1 1i twist –
R3, 7, 13, and 21; h0 0 1i tilt – R5; and perfect fcc material.
In each reaction, the incident leading partial dislocation
glides along a {1 1 1} plane and interacts with the GB as
shown in Fig. 7a–c for R3, R7 and R11 GBs, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7b and c, the incident dislocation is typ-
ically a loop containing mixed screw and edge components.
After interaction with the GB, a partial is transmitted into
the adjacent grain on a glissile Schmid {1 1 1} plane. Slip–
R11 GB interaction results in a residual dislocation
absorbed in the boundary plane as shown in Fig. 7c by
the red1 loop within the GB, indicating a partial disloca-
tion. The resulting energy barriers for slip to penetrate
the GBs are shown in Fig. 7d–f for R3, R7 and R11 GBs,
respectively. In each case, local fluctuations in energy are
observed as the system is loaded corresponding to vibra-
tions of the atoms via a temperature thermostat. These
fluctuations are small compared to the energy barriers.
Also, prior to interaction, the elastic strain energy of the
material is removed from the energy barrier plots. The sys-
tems are loaded to a predetermined strain; meanwhile the
energy plots are linked to the visualization of the system,
which indicate dislocation nucleation from the source and
dislocation interaction with the GB. In each simulation,
the dislocation nucleates at various applied strains due to
the differences in the loading axis. After the dislocation
interacts with the GB, the energy significantly rises to a
maximum value and decreases after slip is transmitted into
the adjacent grain. This value is taken as the energy barrier
for slip transmission across a GB. It can be seen that the
1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 1–9 and 11–14, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.
coherent twin boundary (R3 GB) provides a greater energy
barrier to slip than the R7 and R11 GBs.

By removing the void and placing the control box along
the entire GB, we can also measure the energy barrier for
dislocation nucleation from a GB. This process was
repeated for the same types of GBs as previously men-
tioned: h1 1 0i tilt – R3, 9, 11, 17, and 19; h1 1 1i twist –
R3, 7, 13, and 21; h0 0 1i tilt – R5; and perfect fcc material.
From this analysis, the dislocation emission from R5, R9,
and R19 GBs is shown in Fig. 8a–c, respectively. In each
case, to satisfy compatibility of the system during the
applied deformation, dislocations are nucleated from the
GBs on a glissile Schmid {1 1 1} plane. A single dislocation
loop of mixed edge and screw components representing a
leading partial is emitted for the R5 and R9 GBs, as shown
in Fig. 8a and b. For the case of nucleation from a R19 GB,
the dislocations are emitted in a homogeneous manner as
the intrinsic stacking fault facets extend from the GB.
The dissociation of the GB corresponds to the structural
units that comprise the static GB, which is in agreement
with the literature [39].

The corresponding energy barriers to dislocation emis-
sion for the previous cases, R5, R9 and R19 GBs, are shown
in Fig. 8d–f, respectively. In each case, the energy of the
atoms within the control box, i.e. the GB interface region,
increases until nucleation of the first dislocation. At this
point, the system can relax around the dislocation and
the energy decreases. The result is an energy barrier to dis-
location emission. These plots include the strain energy
density as this contributes to dislocation nucleation. From
the examples shown, the R9 GB offers the highest barrier to
dislocation nucleation, while the R19 GB has the lowest
energy barrier. For the cases of a dislocation nucleating
from R3 GB, R11 GB and perfect fcc material, these sys-
tems have a simple dislocation structure and stable config-
urations. Hence, in these simulations, dislocations are
emitted in the matrix material, preventing a measurement
of the energy barriers to nucleation.

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, this study represents the first time
the energy barriers preventing slip from penetrating a GB
(Fig. 7) or nucleating from a GB (Fig. 8) have been mea-
sured from a control box of atoms pertinent to the interac-
tion. This process is repeated for relevant GBs and the
energy barrier results for slip interaction and slip penetra-
tion are calculated. We rationalized the energy barriers
for various types of GB with their static GB energy; these
results are shown in Fig. 9 as the energy barrier to slip
transmission across a GB plotted against the static GB
energy for each GB. For each type of GB, there is an
inverse relationship between the energy barrier to slip
and the static energy for each GB. A power-law function
was fit to the data, resulting in the following:

ETransmission
Barrier ¼ 2:8� 1013 � EGB

Static

� ��0:6
; ð5Þ



Fig. 7. Interactions of dislocations with (a) R3 GB (coherent twin), (b) R7 GB and (c) R11 GB with the resulting dislocation reactions; and the
corresponding energy barrier calculations for slip to penetrate the (d) R3 GB (coherent twin), (e) R7 GB, and (f) R11 GB, in terms of the energy barrier
within the control box as calculated by Eq. (4) to the overall applied strain to the simulated system.

Fig. 8. Nucleation of dislocations from (a) R5 GB, (b) R9 GB and (c) R19 GB with the direction and plane of the emitted dislocation; and the
corresponding energy barrier calculations for dislocations to nucleate from the (d) R5 GB, (e) R9 GB and (f) R19 GB, in terms of the energy barrier within
the control box as calculated by Eq. (4) to the overall applied strain to the simulated system.
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where the static GB energy, EGB
Static (units of mJ m–2), and the

GB energy barrier to slip transmission, ETransmission
Barrier (units of

mJ m–23), are the same quantities measured in Eqs. (3) and
(4), respectively. This relation is only valid for GBs in the
range of the simulation data.
As expected, the perfect fcc material does not provide a
strong barrier against slip, as this represents a perfect crys-
tal and thus only lattice resistance to flow. The energy bar-
rier for slip in a perfect fcc lattice agrees with the GSFE of
the material. Hence, we have validated that the energies
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calculated are accurate. The coherent twin boundary–R3
GB offers the lowest interface energy and highest barrier
to slip, thus providing a significant strengthening contribu-
tion. As previously shown (Fig. 4), the R3 GB transmits a
Lomer dislocation in the cube plane within the adjacent
grain. Since this is not a close-packed plane, the energy bar-
rier to slip along this plane is significantly higher. In order
to compare the energy barriers associated with different
GBs, we have normalized the value to the energy per vol-
ume. By multiplying this value by the slip length (distance
traveled to traverse the GB or the Burgers vector’s magni-
tude to nucleate a dislocation), we see that the energy bar-
riers are consistent with the GSFE and the different levels
of barrier heights expected based on the known difficulty
Fig. 10. In situ TEM micrograph of slip in a low stacking fault energy material
dislocation pile-up. (b) As the applied load increases, slip transmits past the t
of penetrating different GB types [19] (a coherent twin
boundary is a strong barrier against slip compared to the
material’s lattice resistance (perfect fcc)).

Experimental evidence for the dislocation reactions with
high-angle boundaries is very complex. There have been
numerous experimental and analytical studies detailing
slip–twin interactions [67,68], since the static dislocation
structure at the GB is simplest for a coherent twin, R3,
boundary [31–33]. CSL GBs with R > 3 values have more
complex static defect structures at the GB [31–33], hence
the dislocation reactions are far more complicated for
R > 3 GBs compared with twins (R3), which explains the
dearth of analytical models. In the last 10 years, MD sim-
ulations have proven to be valuable in predicting these
complex reactions for cases where experimental evidence
is lacking. Examples shown in the literature do not provide
quantitative values for energy barriers, although we
observe the same type of dislocation reactions in our MD
simulations compared with available cases in the literature.

Similar dislocation reactions were observed via in situ
TEM analysis of a low stacking fault material (310 stainless
steel). As shown in Figs. 10–12, incident dislocations inter-
act with the GB resulting in dissociation into an outgoing
dislocation and a residual dislocation within the GB.
Fig. 10a displays a R3, twin, boundary, whereas the incom-
ing dislocations are initially impeded by the GB, resulting
in a dislocation pile-up. Hence, the R3 boundary offers a
strong barrier to slip. As the applied load is increased, dis-
locations eventually traverse the GB, leaving behind a
residual dislocation within the GB (Fig. 10b), which is in
agreement with our MD simulations (Fig. 5).

Experimental observation of slip transmission through a
R13 GB is shown in Fig. 11a and compared to the simula-
R3 (twin) boundaries. (a) Slip is initially impeded by the twin resulting in a
win boundary.



Fig. 11. (a) In situ TEM micrograph of slip transmission in a low stacking fault energy material for a R13 GB. This micrograph is a composite figure
formed from images in which the diffraction condition was specific to each grain and based on Ref. [20]. (b) MD simulations of slip transmission through a
R13 GB. The simulated slip–R13 GB interaction compares well with the experimental results.

Fig. 12. (a) In situ TEM micrograph of slip transmission in a low stacking fault energy material for a R19 GB. This micrograph is a composite figure
formed from images in which the diffraction condition was specific to each grain and based on Ref. [20]. (b) Slip–R19 GB reaction resulting in slip
transmission. In addition, the R19 GB is comprised of intrinsic stacking faults (ISFs), which extend during loading (as shown in Fig. 8c and the TEM
image in figure a). Equivalent reactions are observed between experiment and simulation.
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tion results in Fig. 11b. In both cases, the plane of the inci-
dent dislocation is the same, and the reaction results in a
residual dislocation within the GB and slip transmission
through the GB. The experimental and simulation results
are similar for the R13 GB, although the GB plane is differ-
ent in the two cases and consequently different outgoing
dislocation planes are observed. A comparison between
experimental and simulation results for slip–R19 GB inter-
actions is presented in Fig. 12. In both cases, we observe
dislocation transmission through the GB with the incident
dislocation dissociating into a residual dislocation
absorbed in the GB. From the analysis, we see excellent
agreement between experiments and simulations, whereas
the overall reactions as well as the incident/outgoing dislo-
cation planes are the same. The R19 GB is composed of
intrinsic stacking faults (ISFs), which lengthen during load-
ing. This behavior is observed in both the simulations and
experiments as stacking faults extend from the GB. The
ISFs have an associated stress field, which interacts with
the stress field produced by the incident dislocation. Conse-
quently, these stress fields lower the energy barrier for slip
transmission through this boundary, thus explaining the
negligible difference between slip through a R19 GB and
a perfect fcc lattice, as shown in Fig. 9.

Each simulated case of slip transmission agreed with the
reactions outlined in Refs. [9,19] and the LRB strain
incompatibility criteria (composed of three conditions)
for strain incompatibility across a GB [7]. The first is a geo-
metrical condition for predicting the active slip plane by
minimizing the angle between the lines of intersection (l)
of the incident/outgoing slip planes to the GB, thus maxi-
mizing M:

M ¼ lin � lout: ð6Þ
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plane) must be minimized, the resolved shear stress on the outgoing slip system must be maximized (SFmax), and the residual dislocation within the GB
must be minimized. (b) MD results of slip transmission through a R11 GB. The simulation is in agreement with the LRB criterion, as shown in Table 2.
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The second part of the criterion determines the slip
direction based on the maximum resolved shear stress on
the active slip plane. The third condition requires a Burgers
vector of the residual dislocation (difference in b of incom-
ing and outgoing dislocation) to be minimized:

~bres ¼~bin � R012 �~bout; ð7Þ
where R12 is the misorientation tensor between grains 1 and
2. A schematic displaying each of the three criteria is shown
in Fig. 13a. In each slip–GB reaction investigated in this
study, the results agreed with these LRB criteria.

An example is shown for the case of transmission
through a R11 GB as the active outgoing slip system is
a
6
½�1 1 �2�2ð1 �1 �1Þ2 (Fig. 13b). The geometric condition is sat-

isfied as the angle, a, is minimized, as we have specifically
checked all four slip planes for each of the potential outgo-
ing dislocations. As shown in Table 2, the geometric condi-
tion yields a 0� angle between the lines of intersects between
the GB and the ingoing/outgoing planes. Once the active
slip planes are chosen, the direction is calculated based
on maximizing the resolved shear stress, resulting in a Sch-
mid factor for this system of 0.47 for the R11 GB (Table 2).
As a result, the critical resolved shear stress on the trans-
mitted dislocation is 4.8 GPa. Burgers vector analysis of
Table 2
Prediction of the activated slip system for transmission through a R11 GB.
a
6
h2 1 1i1ð�1 1 1Þ type, resulting in a line of intersection, l1 = [�0.8, 0, 0.2]. Slip tr

these conditions is satisfied here. From this analysis, the LRB predictions mat
the simulation results reveal that the residual dislocations
are in the form of either a stair rod or Frank dislocation
and are minimized in all cases. This is confirmed through
a computational investigation of the MD simulations [66]
and analytically from the incident and outgoing dislocation
reactions (Eq. (7)). For the R11 GB, the residual Burgers
vector at the GB is minimized, which was calculated to
be 0:41a½1 0 �1� for the active slip systems. The results of
the LRB criteria calculations are shown in detail for the
R11 GB in Table 2, and are in perfect agreement with the
simulation results for the R11 GB, as shown in Fig. 13b.

Similarly, the energy barrier for slip nucleation from a
GB is plotted against each GB’s static energy, as shown in
Fig. 14. Once again, there is an inverse relationship between
the static GB energy, EGB

Static (Eq. (3), units of mJ m–2), and the
GB energy barrier to slip nucleation, ENucleation

Barrier (Eq. (4), units
of mJ m–3), as shown by the power-law fit:

ENucleation
Barrier ¼ 6:0� 1015 � ðEGB

StaticÞ
�1:3

: ð8Þ
As previously mentioned, due to the stability of the

GBs, the energy barrier to dislocation nucleation could
not be measured for GBs with low interfacial energy, as
indicated in Fig. 14 by the gray vertical line. Due to their
stability, in the simulation, dislocations nucleated within
In this case, the loading direction is [0,0,1] and the incident slip is of
ansmission follows the LRB criterion for strain incompatibility [7]. Each of
ch the MD simulation results.
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the matrix material as opposed at the R3 and R11 GBs.
Hence, the above relationship is only valid to the right of
the gray vertical line in the range of the simulation data.

Recently, during the onset of plastic deformation in pure
metals and alloys, GBs have been recognized as the princi-
pal source for dislocations [69,70]; this includes an in situ
TEM study [21], in which a low-energy CSL (R9) GB
required significantly higher stress to emit a dislocation
compared to other general types of boundaries tested in
this study. This further validates our findings that low-
energy GBs require higher stresses and activation energies
to nucleate dislocations compared to inherently less stable,
higher-energy GBs.

The energy barriers associated with dislocations nucleat-
ing from a GB (Fig. 14) are higher compared to those
transmitting through a similar GB (Fig. 9). There is an
associated stress–strain field with the incident dislocation,
which acts to lower the energy barrier necessary for dislo-
cation transmission through the GB. In cases of nucleation,
the material surrounding the GB is pristine; hence it
requires more energy to emit a dislocation into the perfect
matrix material.

The energy barriers reported in this paper were calcu-
lated for Ni, although the trends should hold for fcc mate-
rials and scale according to the GSFE values [71]. The
simulations have been verified at higher temperatures
(300 K) and lower strain rates (108 and 109 s–1) as the
resulting dislocation reactions were consistent at each of
these various test parameters. At higher temperatures, the
local fluctuations in energies are more significant. Since
the control box method is a local method, we needed to
ensure minimal fluctuations, and hence a low temperature
was chosen. We contend that the dislocation reactions in
our analyses and room temperature experiments are in con-
formity; consequently our calculated energy barriers are
accurate. Additionally, we show nearly perfect agreement
with the GSFE, which is strain rate independent. Further
study is needed to investigate scaling the energy barrier
results with temperature and strain rate as discussed by
Deng and Sansoz [72] and earlier by Zhu et al. [54],
although we point out the focus is on the diversity of
GBs presented in this paper.

Based on the results of this investigation, the slip–GB
interaction is strongly dependent on the geometry of the
bicrystal system applied loading orientation, the Schmid fac-
tor of the interface and the GB structure. The applied load-
ing and Schmid factor play an important role in the kinetics
of the dislocation behavior. The geometry and GB structure
determine the static GB energy according to the structural
units of the defects at the interface [31–33]. This plays an
important role in the transmission and nucleation processes.
As can be seen in Figs. 8c and 12b, a GB with a dissociated
structure results in the growth of intrinsic stacking faults
during loading. From afar, this can be viewed as nearly
homogeneous nucleation. As a consequence, the energy bar-
rier for nucleation and transmission from a GB exhibiting a
dissociated structure is significantly lower. This is in direct
opposition to the simple defect structures, i.e. R3 and R11
GBs, which have a low static GB energy and offer a substan-
tial barrier to dislocation transmission.

From these measurements of the energy barriers, we can
draw a quantitative description of each GB’s impact on the
strengthening behavior of a material, thus providing a pow-
erful contribution to the kinetics of slip. These energy barri-
ers have direct implications to the field of material modeling,
specifically crystal plasticity, fatigue, fracture and creep.
Which until now, the energy barriers were assumed values
(fitted or back-calculated constants), in this work, we do
not make such assumptions, thus offering significant pro-
gress in the field. We accurately compute the energy barriers
associated with slip nucleation and transmission at GBs for
non-static cases. This information provides a valuable con-
tribution, since we can more accurately interpret the role
of each GB on the impedance of deformation.

5. Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulations are used to study the
slip–GB interactions, including strain transmission and dis-
location nucleation at a GB. The aim of this work is to quan-
tify the strengthening mechanisms of individual GBs.
Significant contributions of this study are summarized as
follows:

1. A new methodology is introduced to measure energy
barriers based on placing a control box around the per-
tinent defect atoms. By tracking the atom position and
their corresponding energies, during the interaction, it
is possible to obtain the energy barrier for slip transmis-
sion or nucleation at a GB. This methodology is vali-
dated by comparing the energy barrier of slip in a
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perfect fcc material to the general static fault energy
curve; the results displayed a modest 6% difference.

2. The energy barriers for slip transmission are calculated
across various classifications of GBs: h1 1 0i tilt – R3,
9, 11, 17, 19; h1 1 1i twist – R3, 7, 13, 21; and h0 0 1i tilt
– R5. Each reaction is in agreement with experimental
observations of slip transmission and the LRB criterion
for strain incompatibility, which is specifically illustrated
for the R11 GB by surveying all outgoing dislocation
scenarios. The coherent twin (R3) boundary provides
the highest barrier for slip transmission, while bound-
aries such as the R13 and R19 provide lower resistance
to transmission. This is demonstrated by favorable com-
parisons of trends in dislocation behaviors between sim-
ulations and in situ TEM.

3. The energy barriers to dislocation nucleation from the
aforementioned GBs are calculated. The R3 and R11
GBs have a stable configuration, hence nucleation from
the GB is not observed in the simulation. Upon loading
of GBs with dissociated structures, the intrinsic stacking
fault regions extended in a periodic manner across the
interface. Hence, the nucleation event was nearly homo-
geneous, resulting in a lower energy barrier.

4. The energy barrier from the slip–GB interaction is sig-
nificantly affected by the character and the structure of
the GB, as there is a strong correlation between the
energy barrier and interfacial boundary energy. GBs
with lower static interfacial energy offer a stronger bar-
rier against slip transmission and nucleation at the GB.
Experimental observations support these findings as
demonstrated in this study.
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